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What is Homa-Therapy?

When Shree Vasant was still in his 
physical body with us on Earth and 
taught us the Homa Therapy, he gave 
order for Mai 17th 2007 to choose 
Agnihotra Ashes from all the holy places 
where over many years Agnihotra-fires 
had been lit according to his teachings 
and instructions. 

The power of these Ashes has been 
tested scientifically in the Water Labo-
ratory of Hado Life Europe with the 
methods of M. Emoto and is depicted 
in the water crystal photographs in this 
book. Many thanks and reverence to 
Dr. Masaru Emoto.

Homa Therapy is a completely revealed 
science. It has its roots in the oldest of 
human knowledge – the Vedas. As time 
passed that treasure of experience was 
lost. However, now it is revived to help 
us in rescuing our planet Earth with all 
its inhabitants from total destruction. 

When the elements change due to 
pollution, we humans are in danger to 
be extinguished together with the 
whole civilization. In the Agnihotra-Fire 
(Homa) the elements of Life are newly 
structured and harmonized.  

Shree Vasant Paranjpe
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This picture book was created in cooperation of 
Shree Vasant Paranjpe, Dr. Masaru Emoto and Aran-

da, the developer of the energy system RH4. 

Our special thanks goes to all those who provi-
ded ashes and photographs of fires for this project. 

However, due to quality issues it was in some cases ne-
cessary to exchange the photographs of the fires. 

Our planet Earth is in a critical condition. The ele-
ments of Life have been polluted and they want to rid 

themselves of that heavy burden. Nature’s power has al-
ready been unleashed. Only a radical change in our 

ways of thinking and more and more activities in accor-
dance with Nature’s principles can lead to salvation. 

Homa-Therapy is a truly divine gift to save Mother Earth to-
gether with all living beings from complete destruction. 

We express our deeply felt gratitude to Dr. Masaru Emoto, 
the Japanese water-scientist, for his extraordinary disco-
very of water-photography. At the Hado Life Laboratories 
in Liechtenstein life’s universal laws (the Divine System) 

are made visible to all of us through photography.

We thank SHREE VASANT for His untiring effort to share 
these blessed ancient Vedic knowledge of Homa The-

rapy, Agnihotra on all continents of the planet. His 
life was an example of humility and devotion.

Foreword by Dr. Masaru Emoto

Dr. Masaru Emoto

In Japan we believe in gods, whom we 
call KAMI. KA means „fire“, MI „water“, 
Therefore KAMI is a combination of fire 
and water. 

As I perceive it, fire is equal to Love, and 
water to thanks. In other words: Harmo-
ny between fire and water is essential. 
We could also equal fire to material and 
water to spirit. 

Fire is Love. Without Love we would not 
be on this Earth, and if Love should 
cease only for one second, we all would 
perish instantly. 

Both elements are equally important 
and I would not want to prefer one of 
them over the other. 

Water is H2O: O stands for fire, H for 
water. The chemical formula teaches us 
a balance of 2:1. This means that fire is 
twice as strong as water. 
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Agnihotra
The hidden magic of Agnihotra-Fires

photograph:  ARANDA, 
Patmos, Greece



Agnihotra transcends all religions 
and connects them.

Shree Vasant Paranjpe, May 17, 2007, Wysoka, Poland



 May 17, 2008 in Bankholzen, Germany

In Agnihotra we are witness to the marriage
of the Earth and the Skies 

taking place anew
 every day.



Agnihotra is music
for universal connections.

May 17, 2008 in Great Britain



May 17, 2008 in Staben, Italy

Homa is the Master
and brings us the message of peace.



 Agnihotra
accepts all  

humans for what they are.
Deep within they are Beings of Light,

like all the beings on Earth,
as they come into

existence in 
Light.

 photograph: ARANDA, 
Patmos, Greece

text: Almut Kowalski Plouda



Agnihotra is open 
to infinity. (pyramid-shaped)

May 17, 2008, Timberlake Place, USA



 Agnihotra heals the atmosphere.

May 17, 2007
Cessnock, Australia 



You heal the atmosphere
and it heals you.

17. Mai 2007
Caracas , Venezuela



 Agnihotra provides 
all the nutrients to the plants.

May 17, 2008 in India



Agnihotra
teaches us what

Life really is about,
and it helps us to find our 

conscous agreement
to Life.

 photograph: ARANDA, 
Patmos, Greece

text: Almut Kowalski Plouda



 Agnihotra cleanses the path
to our origins.

May 17, 2008 
El puerto de Santa Maria, Spain



The motivation for Agnihotra
is nothing else but Love.

May 17, 2007, Greenacres, USA



Agnihotra 
is a completely revealed science

May 17, 2008, Lima, Peru



Agnihotra opens the path
to a life in more depth
and more empathy.

May 17, 2007, Opatija, Hungary



 Agnihotra 
opens our consciousness

to identity, which enables us to be
 more responsible towards 

ourselves and our 
surroundings.

  photograph: ARANDA, Patmos, Greece
text: Almut Kowalski Plouda



Agnihotra is received
by modern, holistic sciences.

Om Shree, May, 17 2007, Millfield, Australia



Agnihotra is the universal
remedy for a life in harmony.

May, 17, 2007, Kiev, Ukraine



In the Agnihotra atmosphere
the mind is formed with Love.

May 17, 2007, Madison Virginia, USA



Agnihotra represents 
the knowledge about our origins.

May 17, Indore, India



AgnihotraAngel of Light
ARANDA 2010 (I)



A new era based on Divine Love has been born into 
the hearts of humanity. Mankind needs to become 
aware of Love once more. Then our souls can return to 
their home. Fire is the secret of Life – it is the Divine 
Spark that is lit in each one of us. 

We are approaching an era never witnessed before in 
our history. As fast as disease spreads so does Agniho-
tra and Homa Therapy and proliferate all over the 
planet. 

As unashamed and greedy for power as those are, who 
plunder the natural resources and the oceans, as fast 
will spread empathic responsibility and conscious 
activities for our Mother Earth with all her living beings 
and elements of Life.. 

Let us be full of energy and confidence in alighting our 
fires for a future full of hope.

Full of awe and humbleness I thank the spiritual world 
for this wonderful gift: The message about the bles-
sings and salvation hidden in Agnihotra, which I am 
honoured to present to Our World, which is so much in 
need of this. 

“Life originated in the waters thanks to the principle of 
fire. It is fire that inspires Life into him.” *

“We should be aware of the fact that fire and water are 
the most beautiful, most powerful and most important 
manifestations of the two main cosmic principles of 
male and female.” *

Agnihotra is a way to experience God, which leads us 
back to the Divine Origins, back to the Light where all 
of us came from. 

This is an invitation to all of you.

Homa - Therapy
Hope for our future

* inspiration by Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov 4948



Agnihotra has a special kind of energy - energy of the 
highest level of vibrations. People experienced with 
this kind of work are able to hug the whole Earth while 
these holy fires are burning” 

“These people carry with great dignity and responsibi-
lity a picture of Mother Earth and our origin as Beings 
of Light in their hearts, that is getting clearer and 
clearer every time.”

“Agnihotra is open to infinity and cleanses the path to 
our origins. Everything is part of and perfectly embed-
ded into the One. It puts our basic elements into 
resonance with each other.”

“Agnihotra leads us into the bliss of tranquility and 
enables us to spread the wings of our soul to be united 
once more with all the living beings, which formed the 
basis of our origins, who continue to live in us, and 
who support our Being.”*

The motivation for Agnihotra 
is nothing else but Love 

„
„A person not born form fire and water 

cannot attain the Kingdom of God“ 

Word of Christ

Fire is equal to wisdom 

and water is equal to Love.

It has been prophecised a long time 

back, that the pyramid-shaped fires will 

be burning at sun-rise and sun-set.

The vision of the evenings and 

mornings that has been shown to you is 

true, but seal up the vision, for it 

concerns the distant future.“ 

Daniel, 8,26

5150 * Inspired by Almut Kowalski Plouda



Homa-Therapy
The Ancient Science of Healing
Homa-Therapy
The Ancient Science of Healing

For the first time in the history of mankind Homa 
Therapy is being acknowledged by modern holi-
stic science. It is the complete revelation of the 
procedure for healing and cleansing the atmos-
phere. Its origin lies in the oldest sources of 
human knowledge – the Vedas.

Homa Therapy is based on Agnihotra, a pyramid-
shaped fire that is tuned to the natural rhythm of 
sun-rise and sun-set. 

The water crystal photography by  
Dr. Masaru Emoto in this book makes visible 
this order of Life. The Divine Order depicted by 
the water crystals is the answer to the healing 
energy of the Homa Fire. 


